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Business-critical applications
need a platform that is proven
to be stable. Red Hat
deliver meaningful business
results through technology by

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The operating system is the foundation on which your business depends. You depend on its reliability and security when you build your infrastructure. You need it to be easy to administer and control
when you deploy applications on physical hardware, in virtual machines, and in the cloud. When
you run applications, you want high performance as well as the ability to maintain and manage the
need to grow and take advantage of new solutions. Red Hat®

®

, the world’s leading

and military-grade security.

trust Red Hat for their critical business applications.1
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server fulfills core operating system functions and includes additional capabilities that
provide a firm foundation for application infrastructure.
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1 Red Hat client data, 2013.

FEATURES + BENEFITS

With a Red Hat
subscription, you gain access
to the industry’s most
partners, customers, and
accelerates your success.

OPERATING SYSTEM FUNDAMENTALS
basic computing requirements such as CPU, memory, networking, and storage. Red Hat works sideby-side with engineers from major hardware vendors to make sure that the operating system takes
full advantage of the newest hardware innovations. Thanks to this collaboration, when a new chip
design, system architecture, or driver comes out that accelerates performance or improves power
Performance
mance with minimal management overhead. Performance optimization tools then allow you to tune
your infrastructure to map precisely to your service level demands.

benchmarks. Those benchmarks measure against criteria such as database transactions, Java
application performance, and I/O speeds in physical and virtual environments.
Storage

tailor your storage architecture to meet your data requirements.
ting and backup tools, that help you meet business continuity and disaster recovery goals for large
volumes of data. The Red Hat ecosystem includes the major vendors of third-party backup and
Security

of the utmost importance. You can secure applications with a common and comprehensive suite of
technologies and policies across physical, virtual, and cloud deployments—all backed by Red Hat’s
Availability
applications across physical or virtual machines by using the included Pacemaker cluster manager
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Server administration

over systems. If your organization has implemented a third-party IT management system, you can
Virtualization

you can move it from physical to virtual to cloud environments and back again without contacting
Red Hat to modify the subscription.
Interoperability
the mainframe. It offers interoperability of systems across datacenters, including centralized

virtual, and cloud deployments.
Application infrastructure
user authentication services, and administration capabilities. This gives DevOps teams integrated
oversight and control over applications and the environment in which they run.
Containers
-

Identity management
ticating users and managing their access permissions. One of these features is the ability to manage
-
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NEXT STEPS
Find out more about what

resources such as memory, network, and CPU processing to address business needs and service-

companies rely on Red Hat.
learn more about how to
evaluate or purchase Red Hat

Tools
ating modern applications using the latest stable technologies, including development tools, such

tions and support levels available for developing and testing applications. These include the Red Hat
stable versions of popular development languages, databases, and tools, including Eclipse IDE.

ABOUT RED HAT
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a community-powered approach

RED HAT PORTFOLIO Learn more at redhat.com
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